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Transportation Bill Amendments
Proposed by the Governor
• HB 1911: Move over law-reckless driving penalty enhancement
for certain stationary vehicles. Proposed Amendment: To apply
enhanced penalty for failing to move over for VDOT incident
management vehicles, tow vehicles, utility vehicles, construction
vehicles with yellow lights. House Concurred, Senate Rejected

• SB 1521: Photo speed monitoring/enforcement in work zones:
Second reenactment requirement in 2020 and review of use and
constitutionality of dedicating penalties to fund other than
Literary Fund. GA Concurred
• SB 1768: Use of handheld personal communication devices
prohibited while driving in work zones. Proposed Amendments:
Prohibit use of such devices while driving (anywhere) and
provide exemption to VDOT when responding to incidents.
Senate Concurred, House Rejected (Not Germane)
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Transportation Bill Amendments Proposed
by the Governor
HB 2718/SB 1716: Interstate 81 Corridor Improvement Fund and
Program
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Transportation-Related Budget Amendments
Proposed by the Governor (HB 1700)
•

Amendment 19: Secretary to evaluate opportunities to mitigate
financial burden on commuters at Downtown and Midtown
Tunnel. Report due June 30, 2020. GA concurred

•

Amendment 20: HOV Requirement of at least 2 for a HOT lane
PPTA facility with initial construction cost > $3 billion and whose
operation, maintenance or financing is not a result of the same
comprehensive agreement for the facility’s construction.
GA concurred

•

Amendments 29 and 33: Courts prohibited from suspending
driver’s licenses solely for failure to pay fines and costs. Driver’s
license reinstatement fees waived for fines/costs suspensions
and funding provided to DMV for lost revenues. GA concurred
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New Studies/Reports
Required by 2019 Session
• HB 1700: Item 361 #1c: Virginia Capital Trail. Secretaries of Natural
Resources/Transportation to convene stakeholders group and assess
transfer of sponsorship and maintenance support of Trail to
Department of Conservation and Recreation.
Assessment Due 10/1/2019
• HB 1700 Item 433 #1c: Sustainability of Transportation Funding.
Secretary of Transportation/CTB to direct VDOT to establish working
group to evaluate the impact of increased fuel efficiency/increased use
of hybrid/electric vehicles on transportation revenues and options to
provide a sustainable funding stream for transportation infrastructure.
Report of Findings Due 12/10/2019
• HB 1700 Item 433: Elizabeth River Crossings. Secretary of
Transportation to evaluate opportunities to mitigate financial burden on
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commuters at Downtown/Midtown Tunnels. Report due 6/30/ 2020

New Studies/Reports
Required by 2019 Session
• HB 2315: At-Risk Infrastructure Report. Failed, but House Rules
Chair issued a letter directing VDOT to identify transportation
infrastructure at risk of wind or tidal flooding and make
recommendations to address such infrastructure.
Report due 1/1/2020
• HB 2326: Statewide Prioritization Process; primary evacuation
routes. Failed, but House Transportation Chair to issue a letter
directing VDOT to provide report identifying evacuation routes and
how they are established.
• HB 2633: Statewide Prioritization Process; congestion mitigation.
Failed, but House Transportation Chair to issue letter directing study
of congestion factor impact in SMART SCALE prioritization process.
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New Studies/Reports
Required by 2019 Session
• HB 2718/SB 1716: Interstate 81-Related Reports.
 CTB to report annually on status and progress of implementation
of I-81 Program after consultation with I-81 Committee. Report to
include, at a minimum: safety and performance of corridor;
assessment of effectiveness of operational strategies and capital
projects; status of capital projects funded through the Program;
and current and projected balances of the I-81 Fund.
Report due 12/15 each year
 I-81 Committee to report to GA and Governor recommendations
for funding and prioritization of projects in I-81 Corridor
Improvement Plan adopted by CTB on December 15, 2018.
Committee to conduct regional meetings and gather input from
public and stakeholders regarding options for funding and
improvements. Report due 12/15/2019
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New Studies/Reports Required by 2019 Session
• HB 2784/SB 1749: Robert O. Norris Bridge/Statewide Special
Structure Fund.
 CTB to undertake a comprehensive review of current and future
condition of pavements and bridges in the Commonwealth. Minimum
requirements:
i. consider current conditions/performance targets of pavements and
bridges;
ii. consider current investment strategies of the HMOF and State of
Good Repair Program;
iii. recommend new performance targets for pavements/bridges with
sustainable performance over a 20-year period; and
iv. develop investment strategy for the HMOF and the State of Good
Repair Program to achieve sustainable performance targets,
including a plan to address funding needs of large and unique
bridges and tunnels. Report Due 12/1/2019
 CTB to review feasibility of using PPTA to design/build/operate/maintain
Norris Bridge and Downing Bridge.
 Requires the Commissioner to report on use of moneys in the RNBSSS
Fund. Report due 11/30 each year
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New Studies/Reports
Required by 2019 Session
• HB 2800/SB1775: Overweight Vehicles. Commissioner of
Highways to report annually certain data/information relating to
overweight trucks and incidents/crashes; maintenance and
infrastructure needs of routes frequented by overweight trucks; and
additional vehicle miles necessary if vehicles not permitted to carry
overweight loads. If data unavailable, no requirement to establish
collection methodology. Report due 12/1 in 2019 and 2020
• HJR 581/SJR 276: I-95 Corridor Study. CTB to study I-95 corridor
between Exit 118 and the Springfield Interchange and financing
options for improvements to the corridor and develop I-95 Corridor
Improvement Plan. VRE improvements, high speed rail and transit
improvements to be considered as means of reducing congestion.
Report due 1st day of 2020 GA Session
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New Studies/Reports
Required by 2019 Session
• SB 1535: Sign Inspection Requirements. Stakeholders working
group will be convened to study alternatives and recommendations/
draft legislation for imposing sign inspection requirements for certain
signs along interstates that pose a threat to traffic safety due to height.
Will be completed in time to allow for pre-filed legislation.
• SJR 254: Dulles Greenway. VDOT to study the feasibility of
purchasing all or part of the Dulles Greenway. Among other things
VDOT is required to evaluate the feasibility of distance-based tolling
on the Dulles Greenway. Report Due 1st day of 2020 GA Session
• HB 2737: DRPT - Rail Signage. DRPT, in conjunction with relevant
stakeholders, is to evaluate the placement, maintenance, cost and
potential funding sources of highway signs to (i) indicate the
presence/direction of nearby Amtrak or intercity passenger rail stations
and (ii) promote the use of such services. Report due 12/1/2019
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New Studies/Reports
Required by 2019 Session
(Tentative)
• HJR 629: Midtown and Downtown Tunnels Report. Directs
JLARC to study the feasibility of reducing or eliminating tolls on the
Midtown and Downtown Tunnels in Hampton Roads. Legislation
Failed, but JLARC may exercise discretion to conduct a study.
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Interstate 81 Corridor
Improvement Fund and Program
Nick Donohue
Deputy Secretary of Transportation
April 9, 2019

Governor Northam’s Amendments
• Recommended 28 line amendments to both HB2718
(Landes and Austin) and SB1716 (Obenshain and
Carrico)
– Increase in statewide truck registration fees
– Impose a 2.1% regional fuels tax along 81 corridor
– Increase in statewide diesel and road taxes
– Technical amendments
– “Kill switch” provision
– NVTA Technical amendments
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Governor Northam’s Amendments
• Approved by House 58-39 and by Senate in two blocks
– 25-13 for the increase in truck registration fees
– 22-14 for the remaining amendments

• Governor Northam signed both bills April 3, 2019
• Amendments were supported by multiple organizations
– Virginia Trucking Association
– Virginia Chamber of Commerce
– Virginia FREE
– Virginia Transportation Construction Alliance
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Overview of Amendments
• Raises both statewide and regional revenues
• Statewide revenues are distributed based on of
truck miles traveled on Interstate highways
– 41.0% to Interstate 81 corridor
– 17.9% to Interstate 95 corridor (outside NOVA)
– 12.6% to Interstate 64 corridor

– 9.1% to the Northern Virginia Transportation Authority
– 19.4% for other improvements to Interstate highway
corridors
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Revenue Estimates

FY20

FY21

FY22

FY23

FY24

FY25

Truck Reg
Fees

77.0

77.0

77.0

77.0

77.0

77.0

Diesel Tax

-

-

70.8

70.6

70.4

70.7

Road Tax *

23.8

73.4

73.4

73.4

73.4

73.4

Regional
Fuels Tax

55.0

60.7

61.3

61.3

61.2

61.3

Figures in millions
* New estimates are being developed based restructuring of tax
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Revenue Distribution
FY20

FY21

FY22

FY23

FY24

FY25

Interstate 81
Corridor Imp Fund

96.4

122.4

152.1

152.0

151.8

152.1

Interstate 95
Corridor

18.0

26.9

39.5

39.5

39.5

39.5

Interstate 64
Corridor

12.7

18.9

27.8

27.8

27.8

27.8

NVTA Fund

9.2

13.7

20.2

20.1

20.1

20.1

Other Imp to
Interstates

19.6

29.2

42.9

42.9

42.9

42.9

TOTAL

155.8

211.1

282.5

282.3

282.0

282.4
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Truck Registration Fees
(58.1-697.2)
• Increases maintain Virginia’s progressive fee
structure
• Captures both in-state and interstate trucks through
International Registration Plan
• Increases bring Virginia more in-line with other I-81
corridor states
• Fees for farm vehicles remain ½ of the fee for heavy
trucks as of January 1, 2019
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2.1% Regional Fuels Tax
(58.1-2295.1)
• Applies in Planning District Commissions in which
Interstate 81 is located
– PDCs 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7

• Functions the same as the regional fuels tax in
Hampton Roads and Northern Virginia

• 100% of revenues are deposited in Interstate 81
Corridor Improvement Fund
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Road Tax
(58.1-2701)
• Road Tax is a surcharge on diesel fuel paid by
trucks through International Fuels Tax Agreement
that—
– Have two axles and weight greater than 26,000
pounds
– Have three or more axles
– Are combination vehicles with a weight greater than
26,000 pounds

• Current rate is $0.035 per gallon
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Road Tax
(58.1-2701)
• Starting July 1, 2019 the rate will be $0.01125 times
the average fuel economy for heavy trucks
– Current average mpg is 6

– 6 x $0.01125 = $0.0675 per gallon
– An increase of $0.0325 per gallon

• Starting July 1, 2020, rate will be $0.0225 x average mpg
– 6 x $0.0225 = $0.135 per gallon
– An increase from current rates of $0.10 per gallon
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Diesel Tax
(58.1-2217.1)
• Amendments impose an additional diesel tax at the
wholesale level of 2.03%
– Results in an $0.068 increase in diesel tax rate

• Starts July 1, 2021
• Includes the floor from HB2313 (2013)
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Interstate 81 Corridor Improvement
Fund and Program
(33.2-3601 and 33.2-3602)
• Moneys may only be used for capital, operating and
other improvement costs identified in an adopted
Interstate 81 Corridor Improvement Plan
• Board must, starting July 1, 2020, annually update
and adopt the 81 Corridor Improvement Program
– Must consult with Interstate 81 Committee and review
their recommendations
– Must report on status and effectiveness of projects
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Interstate 81 Corridor Report
(33.2-3602 D)
• Board must report to the General Assembly by
December 15 each year on—
– Safety and performance of Interstate 81
– Assessment of effectiveness of the operational strategies
and capital projects implemented through the Program
– Status of projects funded through the Program
– Current and projected balances of the Fund
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Interstate 81 Committee
(33.2-3603)
• Board must establish Interstate 81 Committee
• 15 voting members and two ex-officio
– 5 planning district commission chairs
– 4 members of the House of Delegates
– 3 members of the Senate
– 3 CTB members from Bristol, Salem and Staunton

– VDOT Commissioner and DRPT Director ex-officio

• Required to hold 4 public meetings each year
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Interstate 81 Committee
(33.2-3603)
• Purpose is to provide advice and recommendations
to the Board-–
– Development of the Program

– Updates to the I-81 Corridor Improvement Plan

• Committee shall review the Interstate 81 Corridor
Improvement Plan as it relates to project
prioritization and funding options
– Must report to the General Assembly and Governor
by December 15, 2019 on recommendations
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Interstate 81 Corridor Improvement Plan
(33.2-3604)
• Requires the Board to regularly update the Plan and
establishes requirements for such updates—
– Needs assessment

– Solutions identification
– Prioritization of potential solutions
– Incident management and truck parking

• Moneys in the Fund can only be used for items
included in the Plan
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Northern Virginia Transportation
Authority
(Enactment Clauses 6 and 7)
• Revenues are deposited into the Northern Virginia
Transportation Authority Fund and distributed
– 30% to local governments
– 70% to the Authority for regional projects

• Moneys for purposes of the benefits calculation and
distribution to local governments are determined to be
generated by locality in the same manner as the retail
sales and use tax
• These revenues may not support debt
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Interstate Highway Corridors
• ~50% of statewide revenue increases
• Operational improvements and other
enhancements to interstate corridors to improve
– Safety
– Reliability
– Travel flow

• Any Interstate with 10%+ of Interstate truck traffic
shall receive an amount approximately equal its
percentage of Interstate truck traffic over time
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Other Provisions
• Revenues raised by the legislation expire December
31 in any year the General Assembly uses the funds
for a non-transportation purpose
• If any part of the legislation is found to be
unconstitutional the remaining portions shall
remain in effect
• Board and VDOT shall continue to undertake all
work on I-81 that they undertook as of July 1, 2019
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Interstate 95 Corridor
Improvement Plan
Nick Donohue
Deputy Secretary of Transportation
April 2019

Overview
•
•
•
•
•
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HJ581/SJ276
Corridor characteristics
Methodology
Current Projects
Public Outreach

General Assembly 2019: HJR 581/SJR 276
•

HJR 581 and its companion bill, SJR 276, requests that the Commonwealth
Transportation Board to study I-95 between Exit 118 (Thornburg) and the
Springfield Interchange (Exit 170) and financing options for improvements to
the corridor- the Board shall:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
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Designate specific segments of the I-95 corridor between Exits 118 and 170 for improvement;
Identify a targeted set of improvements for each segment that may be financed or funded in such
segment and evaluated using the statewide prioritization process pursuant to SMART SCALE;
Ensure that each segment’s total long-term benefit is proportional to the funds allocated to that
segment in relation to the total corridor;
Minimize the impact of the Plan on local truck traffic;
Identify incident management strategies corridor-wide;
Ensure that any revenues collected be used only for the benefit of Interstate 95 corridor;
Identify potential solutions to address region-specific needs along this Interstate 95 corridor
Consider the effect of improvements to VRE, implementation of high speed rail and enhanced
transit service on congestion along the corridor.

The CTB will complete its meetings by November 30, 2019 and report
findings and recommendations by the first day of the 2020 GA Session.

Study Area
•
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I-95 and Route 1 Corridors

Proposed Study Methodology
• Evaluate entire Interstate 95 corridor from NC
border to DC/MD border
• Recognize unique nature of 95 corridor

• Similar in approach to the I-81 Corridor
Improvement Plan
• Analyze corridor to identify top problem areas
• Determine contributing factors for each problem area
and develop potential solution
• Prioritize solutions

• Evaluate financing options
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95 Corridor is Multimodal
• Virginia Railway Express (VRE)
• Bus rapid transit
• Express bus service
• Carpooling, vanpooling and other
transportation demand
management strategies
• Amtrak and intercity bus service
• CSX freight rail
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Current Projects
Study will assume all funded I-95
corridor projects are built
• I-95 Auxiliary Lane at Route 123
• I-95 Express Lanes extension
• Rte 630/Courthouse Rd Interchange
• Rappahannock River Crossings
• ITTF recommended projects
• Park and Ride Lot expansions
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Public Outreach
• Initial outreach at Spring SYIP meetings
• Public meetings will be planned along the
Corridor
• Problem identification
• Potential solutions
• Prioritized improvements

• Will engage MPOs, PDCs and NVTA throughout
the process
• Public meetings will be completed by Nov 30 2019
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